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Our projected budget for 2021 is on track to keep operating costs
at a minimum (below 10%). We strive for every possible dollar to
be funneled back to the children so we can continue making a
meaningful difference by supporting their education.
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OUR
MISSION

We believe every child in the
world deserves to be nourished in
mind, body and soul.

We sponsor children to provide
nutrition and education to end the
cycle of poverty.

Children Sponsored for the
2020-2021 school year
Each child was provided a uniform,
books, registration fee, tuition for
school year and a meal a day
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A WORD FROM OUR FOUNDER
The 2020-2021 school year presented new challenges and
beautiful moments of inspiration. All of humanity has been
impacted by the COVID-19 global pandemic. Haiti responded to
the best of its ability but with minimal healthcare infrastructure
it has been an insurmountable challenge. Facing the pandemic
with two functioning labs for testing and a total of eleven
working ventilators in a country of eleven million people, is
an impossible situation. And as of June 1, 2021, Haiti had not
received a single dose of COVID-19 vaccine. While the pandemic
has impacted us all, Haitians were also faced with growing
political instability, increased violence, political protests, rising
inflation, coupled with food and gas shortages. In March of
2020, Haiti confirmed its first case of COVID-19 and the nation
essentially shut down for six months, including all borders, ports
and air travel. Schools were also closed for the remainder of the
school year. Our commitment to support Haiti’s most vulnerable
children has never waivered.

system to help limit Covid exposure at the community wells.
Additionally, we provided food support to combat malnutrition
for our families in greatest need.

We are proud to share our 2020 Annual Impact Report.
The report highlights our sustained
commitment to the children in our program
and the impact Nourish Every Child has
had during these unprecedented times.
Nourish Every Child worked closely with our
Haitian partners on the ground to ensure
the children in our programs were receiving
the support they desperately needed. We
addressed immediate needs by supplying each family unit in our
program with reusable masks and a reusable clay water filtration

JENNIFER BURNS
FOUNDER, NOURISH EVERY CHILD

Haitian schools reopened in the Fall of 2020 and the children
could not have been happier to be with their friends! With
the incredibly generous support of the Nourish Every Child
community, we were able to keep all 180 children in our
program during the most challenging of times. With your
continued support, we will work passionately, focusing on our
mission to break the devastating cycle of poverty, one child at
a time. In return for your support, we offer you commitment,
transparency and results.

With gratitude,

Your support is integral to
the success of our mission.
Nourish Every Child is a 501c-3 and all donations are
100% tax deductible in the US. You will receive a tax
receipt and we don’t share your information with anyone.

Thank you to all our generous 2020 donors
Crystal Anthony • Francesca Arcilesi • Brad Arnett • Lindsey Bailey •
Joe Biondo • Matthew Boylan • Adam Brown • Jen Burns • Matt Bush
• Paul and Kathryn Cassidy • Minal and Vihar Chokshi • Sheila & Jim
Clary • Heather Conway • Susan Cordts • Sean Dahlberg • Kathleen
Danhausen • Susan Delaney • Bekah Dhillon • Allie Earle • Alison
Eastman • Chris and Lauren Ellington • Kevin Engholdt • Chase Finley •
Jeffery Fisher • Elizabeth Freeman • Deric Frost • LuAnn Gramm • Mark
Hanley • Peter Hill • Samantha Hill • Brian Hill • Ashley Hom • Ajit Itty •
Mehdi Khan • Mansoor and Kellie Khan • Jenny Kosier • Tessa Kriesel •
Srinivas & Jen Kuchipudi • Lucia and Paul Lipari • Richard Logue • Sean
McCracken • Regina and Gary McCracken • Glenn McCreesh • Kevin
McGann • Brian McKee • Jacob McKee • Jake McKee • Jacob McKee
• Shara and Brian Miller • Stephen Mitchell • Marisa Morales • Landon
Newsom • Chris Newton • Anthony Nuara • Dennis & Sharon O’Brien •
Megan Osbrink • Robert Page • Nina Patel-Hinkle • Jennifer PerryHidalgo • Chandra and Tony Petelin • Nancy Pol • Tori Rimlinger • John
Schultz • Scott Schwartz • Julie Sebree • Jori Sessa • Kathryn Sinacori
• Carl Smith • Theresa Smith • Elias Stewart • Tim and Vivian Sullivan
• Lisa Tallman • Lauren Teahen • Jennifer and Eric Van Moorlehem
• Shelly Walshe • Carley Welch • Jonathan Whistman • Joan Witty •
Daniel Woods • Scott Zellinger

Our response to
COVID-19 included:
•

4 masks for each family

•

Reusable clay water filters for
each household

•

Supplemental Nutrition Program
during school closures

